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Abstract-A family of exponential four-step methods is developed for the numerical integration 
of the one-dimensional Schrijdinger equation. The formula developed contains certain free parameters 
which allows it to be fitted automatically to exponential functions. The new methods integrate more 
exponential functions, and are very simple compared with the well-known sixth algebraic order Runge- 
Kutta type methods. Numerical results indicate that the new methods are much more accurate than 
other exponentially fitted methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the radial SchrGdinger equation has been the subject of great activity, the aim 
being to achieve a fast and reliable algorithm that generates a numerical solution. 
The radial SchrGdinger equation belongs to the problems of the form 
Y” = f(x, Y(X)). 0) 
The one-dimensional Schriidinger equation has the form: 
y”(x) = 
l(1 + 1) 
22 + V(x) - k2 1 Y(X), 
where one boundary condition is y(0) = 0, with the other boundary condition being specified at 
z = 00. Equations of this type occur very frequently in theoretical physics, for example [l], and 
there is a real need to be able to solve them both efficiently and reliably by numerical methods. 
In (2), the function W(x) = E(E+1)/z2+V( ) x is called the effective potential, for which W(x) -+ 0 
as x -+ 00, and k2 is a positive real number denoting the energy. The boundary conditions are: 
Y(0) = 0, (3) 
and a second boundary condition, for large values of x, is determined by physical considerations. 
The authors wish to thank D. G. M. Anderson for his careful reading of the manuscript and his fruitful comments 
and suggestions. 
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Boundary value methods based on either collocation or finite differences are not very popular 
for the solution of (2) due to the fact that the problem is posed on an infinite interval. Initial 
value methods, such as shooting, need to take into account the fact that ]y’(z)] is very large near 
z = 0. So, it is very inappropriate to use standard library packages for the numerical solution 
of (2). 
One of the most popular methods for the solution of (2) is the Numerov method. This 
method is only of order four, but in practice, it has been found to have a superior performance 
to higher order four-step methods described in [2]. The reason for this, as was proved in [3], is 
that the Numerov method has the same phase-lag order as the four-step methods but it has a 
larger interval of periodicity. So, the investigation of linear multistep methods, with constant 
coefficients, is not a fruitful way to derive efficient high order methods. 
An alternative approach to deriving higher order methods for (2) was given by Cash and 
Raptis [4]. In [4], a sixth order Runge-Kutta type method with a large interval of periodicity was 
derived. This method has a phase-lag of order six (while the Numerov method has phase-lag of 
order four) and an interval of periodicity much larger than the method of Numerov. 
An alternative approach for developing efficient methods for the solution of (2) is to use expo- 
nential fitting. This approach is appropriate because for large z and k2 > 0 the solution of (2) 
is periodic. Raptis and Allison [5] have derived a Numerov type exponentially fitted method. 
Numerical results presented in [5] indicate that these fitted methods are much more efficient than 
Numerov’s method for the solution of (2). Since the work of Raptis and Allison [5], the idea of 
exponential fitting has been investigated by many authors. Perhaps the most significant work in 
this general area was that of Ixaru and Rizea [6]. They showed that, for the resonance problem 
defined by (2), it is generally more efficient to derive methods which exactly integrate functions 
of the form: 
{ 1,2,X2,... , zP,exp (fuz) , zexp (*w2) , . . . , P exp (*VT)} (4) 
than to use classical exponential fitting methods. A powerful low order method of this type was 
developed by Raptis [7]. Also Simos [8] has derived a four-step method of this type which gives 
much more accurate results compared with other four-step methods. Simos [9] has derived a 
family of four-step methods which gives more efficient results than other four-step methods. Also 
Raptis and Cash (lo] have derived an exponential fitted method and Cash, Raptis, and Simos [ll] 
have derived a method fitted to (4) with m = 1 and p = 3. 
The purpose of this paper is to derive a family of four-step methods fitted to (4) and in 
particular to derive methods with m = 0 and p = 7,m = 1 and p = 5, and m = 2 and 
p = 3. The new methods are very simple compared with the well-known Runge-Kutta type 
methods. Also they have comparable accuracy and are much more accurate when compared with 
the exponentially fitted four-step methods proposed by Raptis [12,13] and Simos [8,9]. We have 
applied the new methods in the resonance problem for the one-dimensional radial Schrodinger 
equation. 
2. EXPONENTIAL MULTISTEP METHODS 
To solve, numerically, the initial value problem 
y(T) = f(s, y), y(j)(A) = 0, j = 0,l ,...,T-1, 
ones uses the multistep methods of the form 
(5) 
(6) 
over the equally spaced { zi}fEo in [A, B]. 
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We may associate the method (6) with the operator 
L(x) = 6 [a$ (x + ih) - h’b$(‘) (x + ih)] ,
i=o 
where z is a continuously differentiable function. 
DEFINITION 1. The multistep method (6) is algebraic, respectively, exponential of order p if 
the associated linear operator L vanishes for any linear combination of the linearly independent 
functions 1, 5, x2,. . . ,3~*+~-‘, respectively, exp (~02) ,exp (viz) , . . . , exp (u~++~z), where vi, i = 
011 , . . . , p + r - 1 are real or complex numbers. 
REMARK 1. (See [3,14].) If vi = 21, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n, n < p + r - 1, then the operator L vanishes 
for any linear combination of 
exp(vz), zexp(vz), z2 exp(vs), . . . ,zP exp(vz), exp(w,+rz), . . . , exp(v,+,_rz). 
REMARK 2. (See [3,14].) Every exponential multistep method corresponds in a unique way to 
an algebraic multistep method (by setting vi = 0, for all i). 
LEMMA 1. (For proof see [2,14].) Consider an operator L of the form (7). With u E C, h E R, 
n 2 r if v = 0, and n >_ 1 otherwise, then we have 
L [P exp(vz)] = 0, m=O,l,..., n-l, L [xn exp(vz)l # 0, (3) 
if and only if the function cp has a zero of exact multiplicity s at exp(wh), where s = n if v # 0, 
ands=n - T if v = 0, v(w) = p(zo)/log’ w - a(w), p(w) = cfco aiwi and I = Cgo b&. 
PROPOSITION 1. (For proof, see [3] .) Consider an operator L with 
L [exp (fwiz)] = 0, j=O,l,...,Ic< 
p+r-1 
2 ’ 
then for given ai and p with ai = (-l)‘ak_i, there is a unique set of bi, such that bi = bk_i. 
In the present paper, we investigate the case r = 2. 
3. THE NEW FAMILY OF METHODS 
Consider the family of methods: 
% = ?ln - ah2 (YE+, - 4yZ+i + 6~; - 4~:_1+ Y;-2) ~n+a - 2~,+1+ 2~7z - ZY,-1 + yn-2 
= h2 (boy;+2 + bly;+, + bzj$’ + bly:_, + bo&2) , (10) 
where, for example, Y{+~ = f (zn+2, yn+2) with 2,+2 = 2, + 2h. 
The local truncation error (LTE) for this method in the classical case (bc = 3/40, bl = 13/15, 
b2 = 7/60) is given by 
h8 
LTE=- ( 
3528 ay,?) + 95 y$,s’ 
> 
30240 
+ 0 (h”). (11) 
We denote as the ‘classical case’ the purely algebraic case with no exponential terms. 
We require that the family of methods (10) should be exact for any linear combination of the 
functions: 
Case I: { 1, 2,X2, z3, X4, z5, ~9, z7, exp(fvz)} , 
Case II: {1,z,z2,zr3,z4,z5,exp(f21z),2exp(fve)}, 
Case III: { 1, z, x2, x3, exp(fvz), xexp(fvx), z2 exp(fvz)} . (12) 
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To construct a method of the form (10) which must be exact for the functions (12), we require 
that the method (10) should be exact for: 
{l,z,exp(f~0~),exp(fvlz),exp(fvzz),exp(f~3~)} (13) 
and then put: 
Case I: 21s = 211 = 02 = 0 and 03 = v, 
Case II: 210 = 211 = 0 and 21s = 213 = v, 
Case III: ~0 = 0 and ~11 = 212 = ws = o. (14) 
The method (10) is exact for the functions 1,x. Demanding that (10) should be exact for (13), 
we obtain the following system of equations for bs, bl, b2 and a: 
2wTbo cosh(Zwj) + 2wj2bl cosh(wj) + b2wj” - 2abswt[cosh(2wj) - 4cosh(wj) + 31 
= 2[cosh(2wj) - 2 cosh(wJ + 11, (15) 
where wj = vjh, j = O,l, 2,3. 
Solving for bo, bl , b2 and a we obtain: 
CASE I. ~0 = ~1 = ~2 = 0 and 21s = u. 
bo=-$ bl=;, bz=& 
34560 [3 (40 - 
a= 
3w2) cosh(2w) - 8 (13~~ + 30) cash(w) - 7w2 + 1201 (16) 
-483840 w4 [cosh(2w) - 4 cash(w) + 31 
The above formulae are subject to heavy cancellations for small values of w = vh. In this case, 
it is much more convenient to use the below-mentioned series expansions for the coefficient a of 
the method. 
95 83w2 w4 577ws 773ws a=--- - 
3528 105840 + 68992 -I- 10807286400 - 36614882304 
+ 0 (WiO) . (17) 
CASE II. uo = yl = 0 and 212 = us = V. 
b. = $ 
i 
384 w3 [-26 cash(w) + 16 cosh(2w) - 6 cosh(3w) + cosh(4w) + 151 
+ 192 w4 [5 sinh(w) - 4sinh(2w) + sinh(3w)l 
- 32 w5 [57 cash(w) - 30 cosh(2w) f 7 cosh(3w) - 341 
+ 16 w6 [13 sinh(w) + 4sinh(2w) - 7 sinh(3w)] 
1 
, 
bl = ; 1536 w3 [26 cash(w) - 16 cosh(2w) + 6 cosh(3w) - cosh(4w) - 151 
- 768 w4 [5 sinh(w) - 4sinh(2w) + sinh(3w)l 
- 32 w5 [164cosh(w) - 76 cosh(2w) + 28 cosh(3w) - 7 cosh(4w) - 1091 
- 64w6 [13sinh(w) + 4sinh(2w) - 7sinh(3w)] , 
b2 = ; - 2304 w3 [26 cash(w) - 16 cosh(2w) + 6 cosh(3w) - 
+ 1152 w4 [5 sinh(w) - 4 sinh(2w) + sinh(3w)] 
cosh(4w) - 151 
- 64 w5 [115 cash(w) - 62 cosh(2w) + 13 cosh(3w) + cosh(4w) - 671 
+ 32 w6 [39 sinh(w) + 12 sinh(2w) - 21 sinh(3w)l , (18) 
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a = & 192w (15 - 26 cash(w) + 16 cosh(2w) - 6 cosh(3w) + cosh(lw)] 
+ 192 w2 [5 sinh(w) - 4sinh(2w) + sinh(3w)] (18 continued) 
+ 16 w4 [13sinh(w) + 4sinh(2w) - 7sinh(3w)] , 
where D = -192 w5[56cosh(w) - 28cosh(2w) + 8cosh(3w) - cosh(4w) - 351. 
The above formulae are subject to heavy cancellations for small values of w = vh. In this case 




+ - w6 
295680 
+ 577 ws 
31135104000 
+ 0 (W’O) , 
bl = 13+-__- 
83w4 w6 577 ws 
15 226800 73920 7783776000 + 0 (WlO) ) 
b2,?i-- 83w4 577 ws 60 151200 + - w6 49280 + 5189184000 + 0 (WlO) ) 
(19) 
95 83 w2 46601 w4 6328291 w6 59172647 w8 
a = - + - + + 0 (W’O) * 
3528 52920 273829248 533967033600 62794523151360 
CASE III. v. = Q = 212 = v3 = vu. 
b. = $ 64 w3 [98 cash(w) - 64 cosh(2w) + 29 cosh(3w) - 8 cosh(4w) + cosh(5w) - 561 
- 16 w4 [56sinh(w) 50 sinh(2w) + 15 sinh(3w) + sinh(4w) sinh(5w)l - - 
+ 16 w5 (100 cash(w) - 32 cosh(2w) - 3 cosh(3w) + 5 cosh(4w) - cosh(5w) - 691 
- 16 w6 [5 sinh(w) - 4 sinh(2w) + sinh(3w)l 
+ 16 w7 [ll cash(w) + 4 cosh(2w) - 3 cosh(3w) - 121 
+ 16 w8 (3 sinh(w) - sinh(3w)l , 
bi = + - 64 w3 [20cosh(w)-cosh(2w)-14cosh(3w)+14cosh(4w)-6cosh(5w)+cosh(6w) -141 
+ 16 w4 [14sinh(w) + 40 sinh(2w) - 75 sinh(3w) + 44sinh(4w) - 9 sinh(5w)l 
- 16 w5 [274 cash(w) 80 cosh(2w) 15 cosh(3w) + 16 cosh(4w) 3 cosh(5w) 1921 - - - - 
- 32 w6 [4 sinh(w) 6 sinh(2w) + 4sinh(3w) sinh(4w)] - - 
+ 64 w7 [8 cash(w) - 6 cosh(2w) + cosh(4w) - 31 - 64 w8 [3 sinh(w) - sinh(3w)l , 
b2 = ; - 128 w3 [78 cash(w) - 63 cosh(2w) + 43 cosh(3w) - 22 cosh(4w) 
+ 7cosh(5w) - cosh(6w) - 421 
+ 32 w4 [42 sinh(w) - 90 sinh(2w) f 90 sinh(3w) - 43 sinh(4w) + 8 sinh(5w)l 
+ 32 w5 1174 cash(w) - 48 cosh(2w) - 12 cosh(3w) + 11 cosh(4w) - 2 cosh(5w) - 1231 
- 16 w6 [16sinh(w) - 16sinh(2w) + 9sinh(3w) 4sinh(4w) + sinh(5w)l - 
+ 16 w’ [40 cash(w) - 8 cosh(2w) + 9 cosh(3w) - 4 cosh(4w) - cosh(5w) - 361 
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a = & 24 w2 [14sinh(w) - 20 sinh(2w) + 15 sinh(3w) - 6 sinh(4w) + sinh(5w)] 
+ 8w3 [74 cash(w) - 16 cosh(2w) - 9 cosh(3w) + 6 cosh(4w) - cosh(5w) - 541 
+ 16 w6 [3 sinh(w) - sinh(3w)] , (20 continued) 
where 
D= -8w6 [42 sinh(w) - 48 sinh(2w) + 27 sinh(3w) - 8 sinh(4w) + sinh(5w)) 
+ 8w7 [126 cash(w) - 48 cosh(2w) + 3 cosh(3w) + 4 cosh(4w) - cosh(5w) - 84) . 
The above formulae are subject to heavy cancellations for small values of w = vh. In this case, 
it is much more convenient to use the below-mentioned series expansions for the coefficients of 
the method: 
83 w* bo,3_- 2533 w6 4111 ws 
40 302400 
+ 
119750400 - 12454041600 
+ 0 (wlO) ) 
103 w6 2921 ws 
75600 + 14968800 - 778377600 
+ 0 (w’“) ) 
7 83 w4 373 w6 16949 w* 
(21) 
~2=----- 
60 50400 6652800 + 2075673600 
+ 0 (wlO) ) 
95 83 w2 5329 w4 2198747 w6 23467891 w* 
a= 3528 
-- 
35280 + 11409552 - 133491758400 + 8721461548800 
+ 0 (w’s) . 
4. STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Consider the four-step method (10). We apply these methods to the test equation y” = s2y. 
Setting H = sh, we obtain the stability polynomial 
P(v) = A(H)v4 + B(H)v3 + C(H)v2 + B(H)v + A(H), (22) 
where 
Substituting in (22) 
we have 
A(H) = 1 + H2bo + ab2H4, 
B(H) = -2 + H2br - 4ab2H4, 





(1 - t)4P(v) = [2A(H) - 2B(H) + C(H)] t4 + 2[6A(H) - C(H)] t2 
+ [2A(H) + 2B(H) + C(H)]. (25) 
DEFINITION 2. The method (10) is said to have an interval of periodicity (0, Hi) if, for all 
H2 E (0, Hi), the roots vi, i = 1,2,3,4 of (22) satisfy 
vr = eiecH), 212 = eqietH), and )vi] _< 1, i = 3,4, (26) 
where e(H) is a real function of H. 
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DEFINITION 3. A method is said to he P-stable if it has an inter& of periodicity is (0, co). 
LEMMA 2. All four-step methods with a stability polynomial given by (22) have interval of 
periodicity (0, H,f ) if 
Pi(H), Pz(W, fiW) r 0, 
S(H) = P2(Iq2 - 4Pl(H)P3(H) 10, (27) 
for all H2 E (0, Hi), w h ere PI(H) = 2A(H) - 2B(H) + C(H),Pz(H) = 12A(H) - 2C(H) and 
P3(H) = 2A(H) + 2B(H) + C(H). 
PROOF. From (25) and (24) with 2, = eie, we obtain 
t = i tan i , 
0 
i.e., t2 5 0, 
(1 - t)4P(v) = PI(H) t4 + P2(H) t2 + P3(H). 
(28) 
(29) 
If PI(H) # 0, (29) vanishes for 
t2 = -J’z(H) f [P2VV2 - 4WW3(H)] 1’2 
2P1 (H) 
, (30) 
and from (28), we obtain 
(1) Pz(H)~ - 4Pr(H)Pa(H) 2 0, since from (28) we have that t2 is a real number, and 
(2) Pl(H)Pz(H) > 0 and Pl(H)Ps(H) 2 0, since, based on (28), (30) < 0. 
So, assuming Ps(H) 2 0, we have the conditions (27). I 
Based on this theorem and substituting the values of a, bc, br and b:! into (23), we have after 
straightforward calculations that: 
Case I: PI(H), Pz(H), P3(H), and S(H) 2 0, for all H2 E (0,19.43328); 
Case II: PI(H), Pz(W, P3(H), and S(H) > 0, for all H2 E (0,19.43328); 
Case III: PI(H), Pz(H), Pe(H), and S(H) 2 0, for all H2 E (0,oo); 
i.e., the method is P-stable. 
For comparison purposes, we will calculate the interval of periodicity of the four-step methods 
produced by Simos (91 (Algorithms III, IV and Case II), which are the most accurate methods 
for the resonance problem of the Schrodinger equation (as it is shown in [9]). 
Consider the method of [9] 
yn+2 + ao(yn+l + Y+1) + ~nln-2 = h2 [bo (Y:+z + YE-,) + h (y;+l + Y:_,) + bzy:] . (31) 
For this method, 
A(H) = 1+ H2bo, B(H) = -1 + H2bl, C(H) = H2bz. (32) 
So, based on the above lemma, substituting ae, bb, br, b2, we have: 
Algorithm III of [9]: Pl(Hj, P2(H), Pa(H), and S(H) 1 0, for all H2 E (0,13.46056); 
Algorithm IV of [9]: PI(H), q(H), Pa(H), and S(H) 2 0, for all H2 E (0,9.86944); 
Case II of [9]: PI(H), p2(H), J’3(W, and S(H) > 0, for all H2 E (0,9.86991). 
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5. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS 
In this section, we present some numerical results to illustrate the performance of our method. 
We consider the numerical integration of the Schrodinger equation 
Y”(Z) = (V(z) - k2)Y(4, (33) 
in the well-known case where the potential V(z) is the Woods-Saxon potential 
V) = & - [c(luyz)2] 7 
with z = exp [(z - Xc)/ a, 2~0 = -50, c = 0.6 and Xc = 7.0. In order to solve this problem ] 
numerically, we need to approximate the true (infinite) interval of integration [0, 00) by a finite 
interval. For the purpose of our numerical illustration, we take the domain of integration as 
0 5 z 5 15. We consider (33) in a rather large domain of energies, i.e., [l, lOOO]. The problem 
we consider is the so-called resonance problem. 
In the case of positive energies E = k2, the potential dies away faster than the term 1(1+ 1)/x2; 
equation (2) effectively reduces to 
y”(x) + 
l(Z + 1) 
k2 - 22 Y(X) = 0, 
for z greater than some value X. 
The above equation has linearly independent solutions klcjl(kz) and kznl(kz), where jl (kx), 
nl(kz) are the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively. Thus, the solution of 
equation (2) has the asymptotic form (when IC -+ 00) 
y(x) N Akq&(kz) - Bkznl(kz) 
=AD[sin(kT-t) +tan&cos(kr-z)], 
where 61 is the phase shift which may be calculated from the formula 
tan61 = Y(=P(zl) - Y(Q)%4 
Y(xl)C(sz) - Y(z2)qa) 
(36) 
(37) 
for 21 and 22 distinct points on the asymptotic region with S(s) = kzjl(kz) and C(z) = kznl(kz). 
Based on (36) and (37), we have that the normalization factor D is given by (see for details [3]) 
Y(Xl) 
D x kxi [cos(Gl)S(xi) + (-l)l sin(&)C(zi)] ’ (33) 
Since the problem is treated as an initial-value problem, one needs yc, yi,y2 and y3 before 
starting a four-step method. From the initial condition, ye = 0, it is easy to see that, for 
values of x close to the origin, the solution behaves as y(x) = cxl+l (see for details [3]). To 
calculate y2 and ys, we use the two-step exponentially fitted method of Raptis [7]. With these 
starting values, we evaluate at some point of the asymptotic region the phase shift 61 and the 
normalization factor D from the above relations. 
For positive energies one has the so-called resonance problem. This problem consists either of 
finding the phase shift 6 or finding those k 2, for k2 E [l, lOOO] , at which 6 equals 5 (see for 
details [1,15]). 
The boundary conditions for this problem are: 
Y(0) = 0, 
y(x) = cos LL!Zz ) [ 1 for large 2. 
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The domain of numerical integration is [O, 151. To calculate the phase shift 6 using the relation 
given by (37), we use as 21 = 15 and x2 = 15 - h. 
In our numerical illustration, we find the positive eigenenergies or resonances by the six meth- 
ods: 
Method M I: Method derived by Simos (Method IV of [9]), 
Method M II: Method derived by Simos (Method V of [9]), 
Method M III: Method derived by Simos (Case II-Method VII of [9]), 
Method M IV: New exponential-fitted method (Case I of the family), 
Method M V: New exponential-fitted method (Case II of the family), 
Method M VI: New exponential-fitted method (Case III of the family). 
The numerical results obtained for the seven methods were compared to the true solution to 
the Woods-Saxon potential resonance problem. This true solution was obtained correct to six 
decimal places using the analytical solution. Table 1 shows the absolute errors of the computed 
phase shifts for the eigenenergies given in the first column in 10m6 units (i.e., ]bcomputed - $1) 
for different choices of constant stepsize, which are shown in column 2. The empty cells indicate 
that the corresponding absolute errors are larger than the format allowed. 
Table 1. Absolute errors, in 10m6 units, of the resonances calculated by the six 
algorithms M I-M VI. 
The performance of the different methods is dependent on the choice of the fitting parameter v. 
For the purpose of obtaining our numerical results, it is appropriate to choose v in the way 
suggested by Ixaru and Rizea [6]. That is, we choose 
( - 50 - E)““, for z E [0,6.5], 21 = 
( -E)“2, for z E (6.5,15]. 
For a discussion of the reasons for choosing the values 50 and 6.5 and the extent to which the 
results obtained depend on these values see [6, p. 251. 
All computations were carried out on an IBM PC-AT 80386 with an 80387 mathcoprocessor of 
the Informatics Laboratory of Agricultural University of Athens using double precision arithmetic 
(16 significant digits accuracy). 
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6. CONCLUSION 
We must note that the new methods are very simple (compared with the Runge-Kutta-type 
hybrid methods of Cash, Raptis and Simos (see [lO,ll]) an much more accurate compared with d 
the methods proposed by Raptis [12,13] and Simos 193. We note that the methods produced by 
Simos [9] are the most accurate four-step methods in the literature for the resonance problem of 
the radial Schkidinger equation as this has been proved by numerical results shown in [9]. 
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